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WELCOME 
Hello & Welcome to your FREE September 2019 

Astrology Magazine... 

With the power of last month's potent Virgo 

New Moon pouring energy into the first two 

weeks of this month, as September kicks off, it 

really can be a time of increased industry, 

activity and achievement. But with the Autumn 

Equinox of the 23rd signalling the halfway 

point in the celestial year, our interactions with 

others come sharply into focus in the last ten 

days of the month.  
 

Warm wishes for this month 

Patrick 



will Smith's  birthday 

Born on September 25th 1968, actor Will Smith celebrates his 
51st Birthday this year. Will started off his career as the cheeky 
Will in The Fresh Prince of Bel-air, but since then he has taken 
on a wide range of roles, perhaps showing the versatility of his 
birth sign. And although Will has many planets in adaptable 
Virgo, it may not come as a surprise that his Sun is in the 
charming Libra. This has given him the gift for the witty, 
charismatic Will we see in interviews. 

‘You ain’t never had a friend like me’ 
Just like his character in Aladdin of the Genie, Will may love 
to be loved, but also to please too. This is likely due to having 
not just his Sun in Libra but ruler of the sign and the planet of 
relating Venus are both in this 7th Zodiac sign. With these 
placements, Will can have the ability to be sensitive to others’ 
opinions which gives him the power to be noticed without 
marginalizing himself, a skill that has perhaps made him a 
household name and personality. 



Indeed four adjectives to describe Libra's could be Beautiful. 
Peaceful. Balanced. And indeed Libra people are generally 
cooperative, calm and even graceful. They can naturally be 
drawn to all things beautiful and may have an appreciation for 
art. This is perhaps why in July last year ‘Will Smith was moved 
to tears after London street artist Richard Wilson painted a 65ft 
high portrait of the star in his home town of Philadelphia.’ 
 
Libra people can also feel more comfortable partnered up, 
rather than flying solo. A few important friends around them may 
also bring great comfort. With Libra being a Cardinal sign, those 
with this placement can make great self-starters. When they 
have an idea, they don’t sit around and wait to be told what to 
do, they take action. Mostly, people born under this sign treat 
everyone with the same respect and kindness, and are not 
quick to judge others, not until they have all the facts. Making 
them a wonderful ally. This is perhaps one reason why Will 
Smith is one of Hollywood’s favourite stars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Will Smith Saves the World, Again? 
However, with the Moon in deep Scorpio, there can be a 
secretive, intense and even sensual aura of those with this 
placement. This is partly because the Moon represents our 
inner-selves, and the Sign Scorpio has a burning desire for 
transformation, almost like a phoenix rising from the ashes. 
Very mystical indeed! 
 
Moon in Scorpio people may possess a need for extreme trust 
and security, as this helps them to connect and create great 
loyalty towards others. It could feel like no-one is ever able to 
give them exactly what they need. However, Moon in Scorpio 
people also usually have an uncanny gift to transform other 
people, by allowing them to be vulnerable, as well as building 
trust once they themselves feel safe in the arrangement. 
Scorpio Moon people can be excellent in a crisis, perhaps just 
like some of Will Smith’s most notable characters in the 
blockbusters; Independence Day, Hancock, I-Robot and Men In 
Black where Will has got people’s backs.  
 
 
 
 



Is he a real Genie?  
Will has his Ascendant in the charismatic Leo, he can attract 
attention wherever he goes. Many people with this placement 
can be particularly drawn to the arts or performance in some 
capacity. They can possess a real magnetism that gets them 
noticed, even if this is something that they try not to bring on 
themselves. Just like when Smith was approached by two small 
children at the opening of Aladdin, when Will claimed he was a 
real-life Genie when they asked, only he couldn’t do magic 
without his special lamp.  
 
 
 
 

On the downside, some Leo 
Ascendant people could be 
prone to being fiesty at times 
but on the plus side, they are 
naturally enthusiastic and full of 
drive and ambition, this tends 
to get them excited about new 
projects. This gives them the 
platform to make excellent 
promoters and spokespeople. 
All in all, Leo Ascendant people 
tend to be natural romantics 
and love to dream…the 
difference is, they may have 
the drive to make them come 
true. 



Deadshot? 
With Mars in Virgo, this placement could allow Will Smith to 
make use of his energy wisely. Mars is action and drive, and 
Virgo is precision. People with this placement could be drawn to 
becoming perhaps a surgeon, as they tend to know exactly 
what they want to do, and they belong to the category of 
specialists, not generalists, much like his character in the 
Movie, Suicide Squad, where Deadshot played by Will, never 
misses a shot due to his perfect aim! And certainly, this 
placement would, with the combination of his other personal 
planets, give him a real ability to get to the core of any script 
and really focus on what is essential. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So, all in all this is the 
charismatic, 
sometimes deep, 
precise, but outwardly 
charming actor that we 
have got to know. 
 
Wishing Will a Happy 
Birthday from all at 
Patrick Arundell 
Astrology on the 26th 
September! 
 
 



September Forecast 
It may seem perverse in discussing the start of September, to be 

talking about something which happened last month. But wait, 

there is a good reason for this. For on the 30th of August, we had 

a SuperMoon in Virgo, but one that also combined superbly with 

both Mars and Uranus. I think it’s pretty safe to say that this is 

quite a hot combination, one which pushes us to be much more 

spontaneous and live in the moment. Yet that’s not really how we 

generally think about Virgo energy, which is very often to do with 

dutifulness, commitments, precision, discrimination and achieving 

high levels of organisation. But due to the late occurrence of that 

New Moon, and also its connection to these two action-creating 

planetary influences, we are being pushed to be a lot more 

spontaneous as this new month begins. 



certainly it is a great time to 

initiate new schemes which 

have some kind of a practical 

benefit or to reinvigorate any 

ongoing strands, but 

particularly where we can heal 

or mend something that’s not 

quite working smoothly and as 

efficiently as it could. 

One of the best ways that we 

can do this is to be open 

minded. Although Uranus is 

located in a Fixed sign now in 

Taurus, it pushes us to be 

much more ingenious in our 

approach to our resources. 

Taurus is very much to do 

with stability and wisdom 

around making the most of 

our assets, and combined 

with the Virgo energy of the 

SuperMoon, asks us to think 

quickly, listen to our hunches, 

but also to be very precise in 

how we carry out any 

initiatives we take. With the 

Sun and Mars combining 

powerfully in a conjunction 

through to the 12th of this 

month, 



Now, it just so happens that 

as this month begins, Venus 

the planet of love and 

affection, but also of 

attraction, including finance, 

starts to angle magnificently 

to the planet of stability, 

Saturn. Also Mercury, the 

planet which governs Virgo, is 

back in its home sign, so we 

have a fabulous opportunity 

with this Virgo stellium to 

bring out the best of this sign, 

but perhaps in more unique 

and novel ways. 

 

So, whether we have 

something of a health 

dilemma or a long-standing 

practical or work based issue, 

the bright brilliance of Uranus 

and the dramatic energies of 

Mars can push us to be 

more inventive in how we 

might tackle these. 

 

Virgo is also the sign of 

service, so if someone 

reaches out and wants to help 

in some kind of way, it will 

make eminent sense to be 

open to what they have to 

offer. But this might not be 

packaged and presented in 

quite the way we expect, and 

this is where overcoming our 

resistance to change is going 

to be important. 

 



 It is worth bearing in mind, 

that the two ruling planets of 

Pisces, Jupiter and Neptune, 

are in conflict for the whole of 

this month. Ironically, Jupiter 

also governs Sagittarius, and 

this is where it is located 

presently, whilst Neptune is 

also located in its home sign 

of Pisces. This combination 

can though lead to an 

enhanced understanding of 

the spiritual dimension, 

raising consciousness, 

embracing healing strands 

and any kind of imaginative 

approach to interpersonal 

relationships. 

 

At a more negative level 

however, they can lead to 

unrealistic expectations,  

blurred reality or to coin a 

rather current phrase, fake 

news. So, if you are 

processing any kind of 

transaction, practical 

arrangement, business deal, 

travel plans et cetera, it will 

be very helpful to use the 

more precise influence of 

Virgo in its positive 

dimension. 



The Quarter Moon of the 6th, 

suggests that we may 

experience a little bit of 

resentment for one week, if 

we are needing to put service 

or obligations above freedom, 

and also cautions us not to 

take on too much. So, there is 

no doubt with Mars and 

Uranus in the mix, we could 

be more impetuous and 

freewheeling and our 

approach to the earthiness of 

all these energies is 

something we do need to tap 

into in order to keep us 

grounded. 

 

Now, it is true that there is a 

powerful Pisces Full Moon 

5.32 BST on 14th September. 

But this does link helpfully to 

Pluto, 

 and whilst Pluto continues to 

rewind for the whole of this 

month, it does forge a 

sensational angle with the Sun 

from the 10th through to the 

16th. This can signal the 

potential for inner changes 

deep within us or external 

changes which can see us 

making progress in quite 

significant ways in terms of our 

worldly interactions and 

standing. Fortunately, one of 

the great things about Virgo 

energy is that it helps us to sort 

the proverbial wheat from the 

chaff. This is an excellent time 

to keep notes, prioritise our 

goals and put off anything 

which is non-essential. 



There is a change of energy 

to this, signalled not just by 

that Full Moon on the 14th, 

which does ask us to stay 

mindful of the more spiritual 

and less tangible elements of 

our existence, and that is the 

switch of Mercury followed by 

Venus into the sign of Libra. 

In fact, the two are in 

conjunction superbly in week 

two, in Virgo, before they 

relocate, signalling that our 

communicational abilities can 

be assisted by relating 

skilfully and accurately. Once 

this duo actually move 

however, they continue to 

combine brilliantly, and in the 

last week of the month, forge 

sensational links to the planet 

of buoyancy and expansion, 

Jupiter. 

But the potential to achieve 

tangible results is further 

boosted from the 14th to the 

24th by Mars, in an amazing 

trine with Pluto. These are the 

two co-regents of Scorpio, 

which gives you a sense of 

passion, drive and 

determination that they can 

bring to bear. Mars/Pluto 

angles can work well if we use 

our actions for the greater 

good. If tempted to take 

shortcuts to seek out goals on 

a purely selfish basis, it can 

come back on us, and if you do 

have some clearly defined 

goals, the chance to take giant 

steps towards them is definitely 

enhanced by this. 



But whatever we want to 

achieve in the material 

practical plane, perhaps the 

most important part of life, 

apart from life itself, is how 

we interact with others. And 

together with the New Moon 

in Libra on 28 September at 

19.26 BST, we are given 

even more of a platform to try 

to reach out and connect with 

others. Whether we choose to 

do this through the prism of 

relationships in general, close 

bonds, competitive situations 

and taking on known rivals, is 

really down to our individual 

situations. 

But it is worth bearing in mind 

that this New Moon does 

Quincunx with Uranus, so one 

of the areas that may come up 

in any relationship dilemmas as 

this month draws to a close 

and October begins, is where 

there is a difference in values. 

This can be borne out just 

simply down to taste, all the 

way through to varying material 

belief systems, to 

misunderstandings over money 

and finance. 



The lesson of Libra is that whilst we can try to be as 

accommodating of others as possible it’s also very important that 

we do not neglect our own individuality and uniqueness, so in a 

way Uranus in this free radical influence could actually be 

something of a positive in helping us not to do so. 

 

  



Monthly Horoscopes for all Signs - September 2019 

Aries 21 March - 20 April 

Taurus 21 April - 21 May 

Keen to succeed? Making wellbeing your priority 
can help. There may be times when you feel 
driven to accomplish something, but balance is 
key. From week two, you might be more inclined 
to delegate and negotiate as relationships come 
into focus. Even so, with fiery Mars linking to 
Pluto around September 19th, a burst of 
determination could see you capturing the 
golden prize. The New Moon on September 28th 
can help a new relationship blossom or stabilize 
a current one.   

Leisure options may be at a peak, and this 
month can see you eager to indulge hobbies, 
hone a skill or enjoy some wonderful outings. 
Romance could be sweetly intense, especially 
with Venus and Mercury linking to Pluto. A 
dreamier focus midmonth, suggests avoiding big 
decisions for a day or so. With your lifestyle zone 
in focus from week two, finding a balance 
between work and play may be key. Eager to 
initiate new habits? The New Moon on 
September 28th could help you. 



Gemini 22 May - 21 June 

Cancer 22 June - 23 July 

You may be keen to de-clutter your home and 
make it an oasis of peace. With a Virgo focus, 
using environmentally-friendly cleaners and other 
such products may be important to you. Ready to 
make your mark? With a Neptune aspect and a 
key lunar phase on September 14th, things may 
not be as they seem, so avoid impulsive moves. 
From week two, a lighter, brighter focus can see 
you indulging your hobbies. Intrigued by 
someone new? This can become supercharged 
in the last week. 

Your mind may be intensely focused on sorting 
out admin, studying, writing and intellectual work. 
This can be a time of collaboration, but one that 
could be intensely interesting. With Neptune in 
play, intuitive nudges can override thinking, but 
it’s wise to check facts too. Home can beckon, 
and a chance to focus on domestic matters may 
see you reconciling key plans with your partner 
or family, from week two. Ready to get moving 
on family initiatives? The September 28th New 
Moon can help. 



Leo 24 July - 23 August 

Virgo 24 August - 23 September 

You may be keen to reorganize your finances, 
and doing so could reward you with a sense of 
clarity. Ready to invest in yourself? This can be 
an excellent time to pursue new opportunities, 
whether this be job or business openings. The 
midmonth lunation can bring on an urge to 
splurge, but go easy as a big-ticket item could 
quickly lose its appeal. Communication is key 
from week two, and so is the art of compromise. 
If you welcome discussion, then new beginnings 
are possible Leo. 

You can shine this month, and showcase your 
talents by getting started on those goals that are 
most dear to you. Ready to put some passion 
and energy into your plans? If so, much can be 
accomplished. Someone may appear to 
undermine your efforts at times. A discussion 
could help you better understand their motives. 
Need to sort out finances? From week two, 
understanding your priorities might give you a 
head start, and the September 28th lunar phase 
can assist with this. 



Libra 24 September - 23 October 

Scorpio 24 October - 22 November 

Are you ready to let go of whatever no longer 
serves and find closure on key issues? If so, this 
is one of the better times to release it all and 
begin to feel lighter and easier. Firming up 
boundaries can also help you retain energy. And 
don’t feel guilty for saying no to something you 
can’t manage. From week two, you'll start to 
come into your power, and be an attractive 
option as the focus shifts to your sign. Plus, the 
sparkling September 28th New Moon can assist 
with a romance or a budding friendship. 

Your social life looks to be busy in a constructive 
way. You’ll have opportunities to liaise, form new 
alliances and collaborate on ideas that you are 
passionate about. Go easy around September 
14th though, as with idealistic energies on the 
go, planning is needed before jumping into key 
projects. As your rulers, Mars and Pluto connect 
midmonth, you’ll be eager to put your all into a 
bold idea and can show amazing will power. 
Even so, you may feel a need for greater 
personal space as the month winds down. 



Sagittarius 23 November - 21 December 

Capricorn 22 December - 20 January 

With Jupiter your ruler, and other planets aligning 
with dreamy Neptune, it helps to keep your wits 
about you so that your best plans stay on track. 
As determined as you may be to get ahead, and 
this is a great time to do so, keep your eye on 
the facts to prevent any mishaps. From week 
two, you’ll get plenty of support from others, even 
if they don’t initially understand your motives, for 
they can by the month’s end. From week three, 
moving in new circles can lead to fresh 
developments and wonderful opportunities. 

With sobering Saturn your ruler, ending its 
retrograde on the 17th, this and change planet 
Pluto in your sign, is so influential this month, so 
expect a time of renewed focus, drive and goal 
setting. You could find yourself in the spotlight 
from week two and three, but whatever your 
ambitions, a major push around September 19th 
could see you on track to accomplish so much. 
Delightfully, someone influential could prove to 
be a really surprising help or asset as the month 
draws to a close.     



Aquarius 21 January - 19 February 

Pisces 20 February - 20 March 

Whatever is hidden could come to light, with a 
focus on your sector of secrets and deep 
emotions. You may be keen to get to the bottom 
of issues that have been bothering you for some 
while. Doing so could lead to a transformation 
and closure on other matters. Avoid committing 
to a major expense around September 14th, as 
there may be some unknowns. But do relish the 
chance to travel and fly free from week two and 
three. Wanting to adopt life-enhancing beliefs? 
This is the time to do so. 

You’ll thrive on a variety of interactions, whatever 
their nature. And teaming up with key others 
could see you getting things done that you might 
not manage solo. Some encounters could be 
intense, and may lead to projects that 
accomplish much in your group or community. 
From week two, you may seek balance and the 
chance to find closure on awkward issues, 
including financial and relationship matters. Want 
a fresh start? The September 28th New Moon 
can act as a catalyst Pisces. 
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MONTHLY HOROSCOPE VIDEOS SEPTEMBER 2019 

Welcome to my Monthly Horoscope Videos. 

Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE 

Horoscope Video Reading. 

 

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, 

Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces... 

https://www.patrickarundell.com/video-horoscopes/monthly-forecast


September 2019 MONTHLY  TAROT CARD READING 

The Ace of Wands is a card of new starts, and the 
excitement we all feel when we start out on a new path. 
This is not the time to make a new plan; it is the time to 
act on it. This is about making our mark on the outside 
world. Has a creative idea been busy buzzing around 
our brain? Or do we feel ready to take on the world? 
This is the time to make our mark, there are 
opportunities out there waiting for us and we have the 
drive to make them successful. There is one caveat to 
this, although there are openings available to us, we 
still need to push for what we want and be willing to 
take the lead.  



If we are seeking a new job, this is the ideal moment to 
kick start a new career. Similarly, if our aim is to start or 
expand a business venture, this could be the perfect 
time to take action. Creative activities are likely to do 
well, but we mustn't be unduly modest about our 
achievements, others will notice our talent, but we need 
to ensure our work is readily available to the wider 
public.  
 
If we have invented something, get it copyrighted and 
set about trying to bring it to the market. Wands are 
ruled by the element of fire, so we could expect some 
passionate fireworks in our love life. If we are single 
don’t hang back, making it clear that someone has 
caught our eye it could bring us much closer together.  



August MONTHLY  TAROT CARD READING 

Sometimes the most obvious answer is 
the right one, and yes, when the Strength 
card appears, it can simply be that our 
physical condition is improving, which is 
why it is so welcome to those who have 
suffered poor health. 
 
Of course, if tarot cards were that 
straight forward everyone would be a 
tarot reader, so we need to think about 
strength in a more profound way.  
 
 

https://www.patrickarundell.com/free-tarot-readings


Prefer to use an app? please join me free 

at my horoscope ace app... 
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